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ABOUT COMPANY

Pouyan Pty Ltd WAS

FOUNDED IN 2014.

Pouyan Pty Ltd, established in 2014 in 

Melbourne, Australia, operates as both 

a manufacturer and exporter.

Pouyan Pty Ltd is a leading coffee manufacturer and exporter based in

Melbourne, Australia. Established in 2014, we specialize in crafting premium

coffee blends and products for international markets. With a commitment to

quality and sustainability, Pouyan Pty Ltd is dedicated to delivering the finest

coffee experiences worldwide.

Global Bean

Single Origin Coffee



OUR BUSINESS
We prioritize the well-being and career development

of our staff members. Our workplace fosters a cooperative

and harmonious atmosphere, offering comprehensive

educational training and a robust welfare system. Guided by

a dynamic and seasoned leadership team, we have achieved

breakthroughs through our management philosophy

emphasizing accuracy, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness.

Alongside maintaining the overall stability of our business

operations, our company has consistently seen year-on-year

profit growth, establishing ourselves as a respected domestic

coffee entity. We've garnered trust and backing from

renowned domestic companies, solidifying our reputation as

a trusted name within the coffee industry.

Pouyan Pty Ltd.



We utilise long-term strategic partnerships with

leading coffee companies and local farmer

communities, allowing us to offer the best

quality of coffee with fast, flexible and reliable

services to and from all destinations and origins.

PARTNERSHIPS STATISTIC

Pouyan Pty Ltd.



COFFEE COMMUNITIES
Collaborating closely with coffee

community cooperatives, we strive to

produce the highest quality specialty

coffee. Ensuring a steady supply to the

global market stands as a vital strategy for

us.



COMPANYPORTOFOLIO
The contributions of services offered by Global Bean renders 
it the ideal option for coffee importers and exporters 
seeking high-quality Vietnamese coffee.

"Global Bean is committed to delivering top-notch service, 
creating value for both our customers and Vietnamese 
farmers.“

•Together, we contribute to a better world!

Pouyan Pty Ltd.



VISIONAND 
MISSION

VISION

Our aim is to achieve 

expertise in coffee, 

deliver sustainable 

benefits to our 

customers, and 

uphold global 

standards for Coffee.

MISSION

We are transforming the 

lives of the community by 

generating sustainable 

quality under global 

standards, offering 

employment opportunities, 

and actively contributing to 

the betterment of local 

society.
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SUSTAINABILITYPouyan Pty Ltd

SUSTAINABLE QUALITY

DEVELOPMENT

We strive to secure developmental

prospects for future generations by fostering

adaptability and resilience to changes, while

maintaining a balance and harmony among

environmental, social, and economic factors

in coffee manufacturing.

We implement environmentally friendly

production processes, safeguarding the

landscape and ensuring the rational and

efficient use of input materials and

resources without negative impacts on the

environment or human health.



Green Coffee Beans
Vietnamese Robusta Coffee Beans,

Arabica Coffee Beans, other Varieties of 

Coffee: Mokka, Typica, Lebrica...

Coffee Powder
Robusta and Arabica coffee powder with

or without OEM private label packages.

Instant Coffee Beans
Spray dried Instant Coffee, Freezed - dried 

Instant Coffee, 2 in 1,3 in 1with OEM 

private label packages.

Coffee Roaster Machines
We build coffee roasters for coffee shops, 

industrial roasteries and specialty roasters 

alike.

Roasted Coffee Beans
Robusta and Arabica roasted coffee beans 

with or without brand, with with OEM 

private label packages.

Others
Sealer machines, destone machines,

grinders, espresso...

OURPRODUCTS

Pouyan Pty Ltd



VIETNAMESE 

ROBUSTACOFFEE
Moisture: 12.5% max.

Admixture: 0.5% max. 

Black& Broken: 0.5% max, 

Screen: SCR14,SCR16,SCR18

Altitude: 800m - 900m

Origin: Daklak, Daknong Province 

Capacity: 300 - 350 tons per year

Pouyan Pty Ltd



VIETNAMESE 

ARABICACOFFEE
Moisture: 12.5% max.

Admixture: 0.5% max. 

Black& Broken: 0.5% max, 

Screen: SCR14,SCR16,SCR18

Altitude: 1200m - 1450m 

Origin: Lam Dong Province

Capacity: 150 - 200 tons per year

Pouyan Pty Ltd



OTHERVARIETIES

MOKKA CAU DAT TYPICA, BOURBON LIBERICA& EXELSACOFFEE

Pouyan Pty Ltd



Quality control serves as the cornerstone of

operations at Global Bean, guiding every

aspect of our export product processing.

Stringent quality inspections are conducted at

four key junctures throughout the purchasing

and production process.

QUALITYCONTROL

Pouyan Pty Ltd



TARGETMARKET

BEVERAGE, 

READYTO DRINK 

(RTD) 

MANUFACTURER

S.DAIRY & 

CONFECTIONERY

INDUSTRY

IMPORTERS & 

EXPORTERS, 

BROKERS, 

BLENDERS.

PHARMACEUTICAL 

INDUSTRY, 

NUTRACEUTICAL 

INDUSTRY, FOOD 

SERVICE 

WHOLESALER

PRIVATELABEL 

PACKERS

Pouyan Pty Ltd



GLOBALBUSINESS SHIPPINGCOFFEE 

AROUND THEWORLD

Global Bean chooses the best

forwarding routes and carriers for

your ocean freight. We negotiate

international shipping rates, issue

bills of lading and manage the

routing of shipments on water and

land. Our logistics specialists can

concentrate on getting your coffee to

its destination while providing you

with world-class service and visibility

throughout the entire process.

Pouyan Pty Ltd



C E O

Payman Pouyan

Director

Pouyan Pty Ltd



OURBESTTEAMWORK

Pouyan Pty Ltd

Quick problem solving

Detailed, dedicated advice 

Attentive customer care

Consulting and support for all issues



Pouyan Pty Ltd

Pouyan Pty Ltd         

Est. 2014

ACN: 169 383 742 

Melbourne – Australia

+61 469 855 937

payman@global-bean.com

COMPANYPROFILE

Kardar Kish Pty Ltd 

Est. 1999

ACN: 3265

Tehran - Iran

+21 88 71 00 34

pa@kardarkish.com



CONTACTUS

payman@global-bean.com

www.global-bean.com

+61. 469 855 937
WhatsApp

Pouyan Pty Ltd
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